
“In a dizzying and cinematic sequence, the prose 
poems that embody Why Misread a Cloud juxtapose images 
of war with the images of the everyday. Crucially 
accompanying these sensory moments of alarm are 
chasms of silence. What these jagged sequences and 
disruptions urge the reader to do is see that a cloud 
can transform into a fighter jet’s contrail. And just 
like that, the roar of a sonic boom disrupts what has 
been taken for granted. Emily Suzanne Carlson’s 
razor-sharp language urges us to look deeply at the 
contours of the sky and learn how, even at the edges 
of a peaceful horizon, there is the capacity for storm.”

—Oliver de la Paz

“In these spare, bladed, sometime single-sentence, 
prose poems, Emily Carlson asks us not to let the 
curtain fall because, ‘what we don’t see, remains.’ 
These are compassionate, but blistering, poems of 
witness that twine together the violence, injustices, 
and ruination of two wartime geographies: 
the 2006 Lebanon War and the United States 
police militarization in an historically Black 
neighborhood. From ‘plumes of ash’ to ‘midnight 
ash’ to ‘wedding dress ash,’ Why Misread a Cloud 
spotlights collapse while simultaneously providing 
an umbilical cord to hope, because amid fear and 
devastation, is a newborn as well as a child who 
simply states, “My favorite part of me are my eyes 
because they let me see the beautiful world.”

—Simone Muench

“Beautiful and searing, the short prose poems of 
Why Misread a Cloud accrue like snowflakes against 
a fence, using their delicate weight to allow us to 
better see what’s right in !ont of us. Grounded in 
body and place, they o"er not so much an account 
as an experience: of the !agmented moments that 
assemble into histories; of the disorientation of 
violence as it plays out across cities, homes, people; 
of the way the I evaporates in stages under such 
conditions even as it persists, which means continues 
to exist. F16s interrupt an a#ernoon of co"ee and 
cherries. Sound cannons blare behind an infant 
nursing. By one imperative or another, people 
are forced !om their homes. Here, without losing 
their specificity, di"erent violences are allowed to 
dri# and merge, to reveal their sameness, as Emily 
Suzanne Carlson points us toward ours.”

—Lisa Olstein
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the sunken garden at hill-stead museum

Sunken Garden Poetry began in 1992 in Farmington, 
Connecticut, with a single poetry reading in the magical 
setting of Hill-Stead Museum’s Sunken Garden, drawing huge 
crowds even that first year. Since then the annual series has 
become one of the premiere and best-loved venues for poetry 
in the country, featuring the top tier of American poets as 
well as emerging and student writers !om the region.From its 
inception more than twenty-five years ago, this poetry festival 
has given equal weight to the quality of text and the poet’s ability 
to deliver an engaging, powerful, and entertaining experience 
in the unique theater of the Sunken Garden.

Out of the festival have grown competitions, year-round 
workshops and events, and an educational outreach to 
Hartford high schools. And while centered at Hill-Stead—
with its beautiful views, Colonial Revival house, and 
priceless collection of Impressionist paintings—Sunken 
Garden Poetry now engages an ever-wider audience through 
a growing online presence; public radio broadcasts; and an 
annual chapbook prize, co-published by Tupelo Press.

the sunken garden chapbook poetry prize
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“In brief paragraphs that are neither prose nor prose poems, we 
meet a witness. A speaker who is not in her country of origin. 
A person living in the air of violence. Militarization. And very 
occasionally, a mundane gesture–adding sugar to tea. The 
spareness creates a poetics that is, at once, elegantly stark and 
akin to journalism. We read between the lines because what is 
unsaid, makes this a poetry of image and association. What was 
once a broom for sweeping a kitchen, is used by a woman to 
sweep propaganda leaflets o" the street. I find myself engaged in 
a place–to a place, really–where there are ballistic helmets. Yes, 
strange and strangely familiar. This is how art and dreams work: 
with the familiarity of knowing and the disassociation that can 
allow insight.”

— !om the Judge’s Citation by Kimiko Hahn
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“What we have to do, then, is become the Sun itself, so all 
fear of separation can forever be ended.”

–Rumi



In July 2006, I was on scholarship to study poetry 
in Lebanon when the war began. I believed I 
would survive the psychological e"ects—as long as 
I didn’t see the tanks. The Merkava, Hebrew for 
“chariot,” were made for long-range continuous 
bombardment, with self-propelled artillery that 
can fire without hesitation. I believed as long as I 
didn’t hear their low rumble and the rattle of their 
track plates touching the earth, I wouldn’t wake 
(though I did) sweat-drenched and screaming !om 
nightmares for years a#erward. I didn’t see the 
tanks. From my balcony above the Mediterranean’s 
blue-green, I saw the blockade by sea, warships 
lining the horizon. I saw fighter aircra# streak the 
sky and towers of ash in their wake. I saw attack 
helicopters descending upon anxious bathers on 
the beach, resisting the fear that kept us indoors. 
I saw the face of a gunner, a kid in his early 
twenties like me. Under their fire, the power plant 
exploded, plumes of ash and smoke filled the sky 
and ten million gallons of oil gushed into the sea. 
I didn’t live on the shoreline. I had no children 
here. I had not, for all my life, loved the olive 
trees, the dew on their branches, the mountains 
rising !om the sea.

*



I had not imagined that six years a#er I returned 
home to the United States, a tank would enter 
the historically Black neighborhood where my 
partner and I, both white, had our first child. The 
Department of Defense had further militarized 
the police, equipped them as an occupying force. 
Summer nights were studded with sirens and 
megaphones ordering our neighbors !om their 
homes. As a white person, if I didn’t intercede, 
I was safe. During pre-dawn raids on Dede’s 
family’s home, the SWAT team carried shields and 
enormous rifles; they knocked down the door, 
ordered everyone !om their beds. When I leaned 
!om my window to  film, the turret on the tank 
pivoted, and the sniper shi#ed his rifle !om their 
door to my face. But I needed only to let the curtain 
fall. My whiteness would protect me, as it did and 
does. I needed only to step away !om the window. 
What we don’t see, remains.

*



(

I saw !om my balcony, warships in the sea, you 
have to leave, mother said into the phone, jets broke 
the sound, barrier, sonic booms meant, to sound 
like bombs, how not to mention it, midnight ash 
onomatopoeia, who wants you to be a!aid, Fadi repeated, 
and added sugar to his tea
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